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Pamphili’s musicians. Pamphili himself, an amateur poet, wrote the libretto, which concerns 
the delusional love of the nymph Chloris. She and Thyrsis typified the conventional pair of lovers 
in pastoral scenes. Chloris dreams that she descends into Hades to bring back the dead Thyrsis.
When alive, Thyrsis never returned her love and he again rejects her in Hades, but nevertheless 
she takes him to the Elysian Fields.

Apollo e Dafne (CD6) is a secular cantata that Handel composed towards the end of his 
Italian period, though it was probably completed in 1710 on his temporary return to Hamburg. 
The anonymous text, based on part of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, tells of the god Apollo’s unrequited
love for the nymph Daphne, who eventually transforms herself into a laurel tree to escape his
physical advances. In this substantial cantata (nearly 40 minutes in duration) the soprano and 
bass are accompanied by a flute, two oboes, bassoon and strings.

Handel completed Aci, Galatea e Polifemo (CD12–13), also described as a serenata, in June
1708. Here, in an even more extended work of roughly 90 minutes’ duration, Handel sets another
story from the Metamorphoses – how the nymph Galatea’s love for the shepherd Acis is thwarted
by the jealous monster Polypheme. The three characters are sung by soprano, contralto and bass
respectively, while the orchestra includes recorders, oboes and trumpets. The role of the cyclops
Polifemo demands an extremely wide range and special agility. Handel returned to this subject in 
his better-known pastoral opera Acis and Galatea of 1718.

Agrippina condotta a morire (CD10) is of uncertain date and has an anonymous text, but it is
believed to have been performed by the castrato Pasqualino Tiepoli in Rome in 1708. Here Handel
evokes the anger and despair of the Roman empress Agrippina the Younger. Although her scheming
has succeeded in putting her son Nero on the throne, she now finds herself, on his orders, condemned
to death. The scoring is for soprano, two violins and continuo. Towards the end of Handel’s Italian
period he composed a three-act opera on the subject of Agrippina – her plotting of Claudius’s
downfall and installation of her son Nero.

Tra le fiamme (1707 or 1708; CD2 & CD5) is another cantata with text by Cardinal Pamphili,
who uses two analogies: the butterfly fatally attracted to the flame and the story of Daedalus and his
son Icarus, who flew too near the sun. Only the phoenix rises again from the flames. This constitutes
a general warning to lovers, and possibly even to Handel himself, rumoured to be in a relationship
with Vittoria Tarquini, a singer who was mistress to Prince Ferdinando de’ Medici. The work is
scored for recorders, oboes, strings and continuo and includes a virtuosic viola da gamba part.
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Just a few years before he settled in London in 1712, Handel exploited the musical benefits of Italy.
This Italian period – c.1706–10 – was relatively short but extremely productive. The psalm setting
Dixit Dominus is one bold masterpiece that Handel composed near the beginning of his stay. 
His travels in Italy, ranging between Florence, Venice, Rome and Naples, were to prove deeply
influential, as these important musical centres afforded Handel many opportunities to hear
contemporary works, to make contacts with patrons and to meet celebrated composers such as
Alessandro and Domenico Scarlatti and Corelli. He produced a tremendous number of compositions
in various genres – especially opera, instrumental music and secular cantatas. The last of these
forms is perhaps the most significant in that many of the melodic ideas that distinguish the cantatas
would be recycled or developed by Handel in his mature dramatic works. Thus Handel, a born
theatrical composer and a regular self-borrower/recycler, would draw upon this vast fund of
dramatic music amounting to between 100 and 150 cantatas.

The relationship between a succession of popes and opera had been distinctly uneasy, so 
Rome might seem an unlikely choice for Handel’s first extended stay. In fact the pope at the time,
Clement XI (who reigned from 1700–21), was antagonistic towards opera. The genre was strictly
forbidden in Rome, its typical subject matter judged to be pagan, immoral, etc., so the cantata
became a kind of small-scale substitute. Here composers effectively circumvented the laws, creating
quasi-operatic works for performance at private gatherings of the aristocracy, or Arcadian
Academies, as they became known. As a houseguest of several dignitaries, including Cardinals
Pamphili and Ottoboni and especially the Marquis Francesco Maria Ruspoli, Handel was fortunate
in his patrons. (The names of both Ottoboni and Ruspoli feature in the careers of Vivaldi and 
other composers.) While Handel was effectively ‘composer in residence’ at Ruspoli’s two palaces –
the Palazzo Bonelli in Rome and the other on his country estate at Vignanello, to the north – 
he was expected to ‘furnish his quota of cantatas’, as Handel’s first biographer John Mainwaring
wrote. The solo cantata had been a popular genre in Italy for some time, the most celebrated
composer being Alessandro Scarlatti. Resembling scenes from operas, they were an excellent
medium for Handel’s highly developed dramatic instinct. They are regarded as pre-eminent 
among his secular vocal compositions. Most of the cantatas are scored for solo voice and 
continuo, often with the addition of obbligato instruments such as violin, flute or oboe.

Possibly the first cantata Handel composed in Rome (early 1707) was Da quel giorno fatale
(CD1). With solos for recorder, oboe, violin and cello, the richly varied music showed off Cardinal



Among the numerous shorter Italian cantatas – many consisting of merely
recitative–aria–recitative–aria – are Dolce mio ben, Aure soavi e liete, Allor ch’io dissi addio, 
Clori, vezzosa Clori, Nel dolce dell’oblio, Un’alma innamorata, Ah, che pur troppo è vero, 
Dolce pur d’amor l’affanno and Care selve, aure grate.

As a commercial ploy, many lesser-known composers in the 18th century would often pass off
their compositions as the work of a more esteemed figure such as Handel. One work rightly or
wrongly attributed to Handel is Mira Lilla gentile (CD5), of which two versions exist with
alternative solo violin or solo cello. At a distance of 300 years, scholars often have little evidence
and are obliged to use their instinct in deciding which is authentic Handel and which is not.

The incidental music for The Alchemist (CD6) by Ben Johnson, revived in London in 1710, was
anonymously compiled and arranged – apart from the prelude, i.e. eight of its nine movements –
from music in Handel’s opera Rodrigo.

Like the Italian cantatas, Handel’s Italian duets (CD14) mostly explore the diverse joys and
sorrows of love. Most of these 20 duets were composed during Handel’s Italian period, although
seven date from 1741–45. Like the Italian cantatas, these resemble miniature operatic scenes, and
again Handel re-used many ideas from them in later works including Messiah.
� Philip Borg-Wheeler
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Arresta il passo (CD3) dates from 1708 and is scored for two sopranos, strings and continuo.
One of the most extended of the Italian cantatas, it requires two sopranos. The performance
recorded here uses the first of the two versions. In this characteristic pastoral setting Aminta woos
the initially reluctant nymph Fillide. One of Aminta’s arias, ‘Se vago rio’, has a striking pizzicato
accompaniment. When composing two of his operas, Agrippina and Rinaldo, Handel drew upon
music from Arresta il passo.

Il duello amoroso (1708; CD9) is Handel’s only cantata for soprano and alto (accompanied by
violins and continuo). For the ‘amorous duel’ of the title the shepherd Daliso and shepherdess
Amaryllis meet in a wood. Once pledged in love to Daliso, Amaryllis has reconsidered, so Daliso
threatens violence. Acknowledging his determination, she offers him a dagger to plunge into her
heart and thus satisfy himself. He relents and begs forgiveness. Handel re-used some of this
consistently attractive music, including Amaryllis’s first aria, more than once.

Clori, mia bella Clori (CD4; composed for the Marquis Ruspoli in 1707) centres on a young man
in despair over the absence (or even loss) of his lover Chloris. His changing moods are evoked in
four arias. Handel recycled some material from this cantata in his Chandos Anthem ‘The Lord is my
light’ and the opera Rinaldo.

O lucenti, o sereni occhi (CD2), scored for soprano and keyboard and composed in 1707, dwells
on the power – either pleasurable or painful – of beautiful eyes. Later that year Handel drew upon
music from the first aria for his opera Rodrigo.

The language for nearly all Handel’s vocal music written during the period 1706–10 is Italian,
but one is a setting of a Spanish text, while Sans y penser (1707; CD4), for two sopranos, has a
French text. This is a dialogue for the shepherd Thyrsis and the shepherdess Sylvie and once again
the subject is hopeless love.

Ero e Leandro (CD9), with text believed to have been written by Ottoboni, dates from 1707 and
is a reworking of the well-known Greek myth. Hero finds her lover Leander drowned, tears out her
hair and drowns herself. Handel’s scoring is unusual, requiring, in addition to a pair of oboes, two
string groups: a concertino group of violin and cello and a concerto grosso of two violins, viola and
continuo. Equally unorthodox is the manner in which the work ends: with a recitative instead of 
an aria.
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